You might
want to sit
down for this

Brought to you by Hightower Group.

Introducing

Hightower
Studio
Like your favorite comfy chair, it just felt right...
...to recognize some of our most popular designs
as their own distinct brand. This is Hightower
Studio.
Joining our internationally curated collections,
Hightower Studio grows our house of brands
with the upbeat attitude of a playful, younger
sibling. Smart but always learning, polished
but never too serious, simple with unexpected
details made to surprise and delight.
Take a closer look at Hightower Studio
designs and you’ll see there’s even more to
celebrate. Along with a focus on comfort and
functionality, we’re putting more of an emphasis
on sustainability, we’ve developed an informed
new color palette, and our products are made in
the USA.
This is a big deal! So pull up that comfy chair
and dive in for more inspiration.

Nature-ly Inclined
This curving design is inspired by coastal
formations or sand bars, which happens to
be the geological definition of a Tombolo.

Meet the
new 9
Spaces affect our mood, health, physical
comfort, and ability to focus. Is it any wonder
that color choices are more important than
ever? In updating colors for Hightower Studio,
we worked with a color specialist, combining
our industry knowledge to create an informed
palette that considered societal signals and the
understanding that people use spaces in many
different ways. Even subconsciously observed,
color can be a powerful influencer.
With this in mind, we focused on how color in
our products, even accents of color, can play
their part in the overall aesthetic of the design.
Metal finishes and stained wood have become
recognizable Hightower Studio characteristics
and, in addition to the designer’s choice of
upholstery, we know those details get attention.
But if we’re honest, the best part of launching
new colors for Hightower Studio is the expanded
choices they give our clients. Providing
designers options is always a priority, so we
knew the new palette needed to inspire and
provoke conversation. In harmony with our
existing classic hues, the new colors both
energize and calm; balancing the natural and
digital worlds.

Khaki Gloss

Light Rattan Gloss

Lilac Chalk

Mist Gloss

Burgundy

Light Sienna Gloss

Terracotta

Navy Mood

Aloe

The
New
Neutrals

Neutrals give a sense of unity,
balance, and equanimity. They
calmly echo the natural world,
reinforcing our primal connection
to the earth. According to color
psychology specialists, neutrals
can also be connected to our
innate desire for protection
and survival. While neutral
hues embrace eco-sustainable
ideals, they also remind us of
the cherished fundamentals of
craftsmanship; reassuring and
embracing a sense of comfort
and nostalgia that optimistically
looks to the future.

Understated sophistication

Khaki Gloss

Light Rattan
Gloss

Lilac Chalk

Mist Gloss

Unusual Inspiration
The Ruby Organic Table was originally
inspired by a placemat found at MoMA.

These subtle tones also speak
to the increasingly popular
shift towards biophilic design.
Bringing nature and elements
that denote the outdoors,
including wood and earthy
colors, into our workspaces
is forecasted to expand with
hues harkening to grassroot movements and future
sustainable ideals.

A Show Stopper

Designer Trevor Hoiland was inspired by the
AMC corporate headquarters in Leawood,
Kansas when designing our Story Collection.
Trevor Hoiland

“A sense of security, comfort, and
nostalgia that optimistically looks
to the future”

Above Left
The Tombolo Collection
exemplifies what CEO
Natalie Hartkopf set out to do,
seamlessly bring metal, wood
and upholstery together in a
subtle but impactful way.
Above Right
Kona Perch was designed to be
an oversized pouf that sits at
bar height.
Jaxson Barstool

See more inspiring images @hightowergroup

A Hidden Agenda
Slip your hand through the cutout in the
seat of a Jaxson Stool and you’ll find a
secret indent, perfectly designed for lifting
and moving our favorite stools.

Nem sequos esequi ad
etus asperum fugiatibus
rerum seristem facculpa

On Trend
Color is considered a visual
language and one that is
understood throughout the
world. Color can be a powerful
influence on mood and
emotions. Where softer, pale
tones promote calm, intense
hues inspire energy, passion,
and creativity. As our digital
world increasingly becomes
more connected, societal
signals worldwide impact color
trends more each year.

Burgundy

Terracotta

These new colors include an
intense shade of blue known
to empower and encourage
individual expression. Blue is
often seen as a reflection of
clean air, and regularly tops the
list as America’s favorite color.
Spicier colors with infusions
of oranges and browns feel
handcrafted, artisan-influenced,
and denote a well-travelled,
adventurous life. Pigment-rich,
red-based hues like burgundy
feel soulful, connecting us to
each other, calming our fears
of the unknown; while soft,
soothing green denotes a
comfortable sanctuary or spa.

Light Sienna
Gloss

Navy Mood

Aloe

Forward thinking and inspired

Something for Everyone
Our largest collection, the Kona Family, is
comprised of lounge chairs, sofas, ottomans,
poufs and tables.

Left
To make sure there was no doubt that
the Arlo Seating Collection was
comfortable, comfort wrinkles were
added as a visual signal.

“Intense hues inspire energy,
passion, and creativity”

One Size Fits All
Believing that open offices are living
breathing organisms, designer Brad Ascalon
created a single table, Ziggy, that solved
multiple needs for various users.
Bello Coffee Table

Brad Ascalon

A Perfect Fit
Geometry takes shape in our Prism
Collection. Inspired by a tessellation,
the pattern of shapes within the Prism
Collection fit together perfectly.

Robert Leonetti

The Classics
Distinctively timeless
If you see black, white, and
gray as backdrops allowing
your other color choices to pop,
you’ve got the picture. These
classic shades can also be
impactful on their own, creating
monochromatic crispness when
paired with upholstery of the
same shade. They’re called
“classic” for a reason; they
transcend trends.

White Gloss

Black

Gray

Black, particularly in accents,
adds a focal point that
grounds, anchors, and adds
sophistication. White feels
fresh, clean, and modern.
Gray rounds out our classics
with contemporary elegance.
These “non-colors” as they
are sometimes called, can
lead but can also be pivotal as
supporting characters, setting
up colored finishes or fabrics to
shine brighter.

Cloud

Detail Oriented
While the base of the Ribbon Tables resemble a
wrapped gift, it’s the wood lip detail that was the
bow on top for the designer.

Justin Champaign

It’s All in the Name
While designing our Stackton Chair, Justin
Champaign moved his studio to Stockton,
CA, so we played around with ‘Stackton’ and
the name stuck!

Above Left
Designed with technology in
mind, the Kona Laptop Table
was the first furniture piece
we developed specifically for
laptops and smartphones.
Above Right
The relaxed, casual design
of the Breck Collection was
introduced as a reflection of
how American workplaces were
becoming more informal.

Teton Round Cáfe Table

“Called ‘classic’ for a reason, they
transcend trends”

Take a Seat

The expansive and continuous layout of the
Linden Ganging Tables creates a welcoming
experience, where everyone can have a seat.

@hightowergroup
www.hightoweraccess.com

